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The qac genes of Staphylococcus species encode multidrug efflux pumps: membrane proteins that export toxic molecules and thus increase tolerance to a variety of compounds such as disinfecting agents, including quaternary ammonium compounds (for which they are named), intercalating dyes and some antibiotics. In Staphylococcus species, six different plasmid-encoded Qac efflux pumps have been described, and they belong to two major protein families. QacA and QacB are members of the Major Facilitator Superfamily, while QacC, QacG, QacH, and QacJ all belong to the Small Multidrug Resistance (SMR) family. Not all SMR proteins are called Qac and the reverse is also true, which has caused confusion in the literature and in gene annotations. The discovery of qac genes and their presence in various staphylococcal populations is briefly reviewed. A sequence comparison revealed that some of the PCR primers described in the literature for qac detection may miss particular qac genes due to lack of DNA conservation. Despite their resemblance in substrate specificity, the Qac proteins belonging to the two protein families have little in common. QacA and QacB are highly conserved in Staphylococcus species, while qacA was also detected in Enterococcus faecalis, suggesting that these plasmid-born genes have spread across bacterial genera. Nevertheless, these qacA and qacB genes are quite dissimilar to their closest homologues in other organisms. In contrast, SMR-type Qac proteins display considerable sequence variation, despite their short length, even within the Staphylococcus genus. Phylogenetic analysis of these genes identified similarity to a large number of other SMR members, found in staphylococci as well as in other genera. A number of phylogenetic trees of SMR Qac proteins are presented here, starting with genes present in S. aureus and S. epidermidis, and extending this to related genes found in other species of this genus, and finally to genes found in other genera.
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Introduction

Multidrug efflux pumps are membrane proteins, typically containing multiple (four to fourteen) transmembrane domains that form a channel to transport toxic compounds out of the cell. Their substrates can be cations, quaternary ammonium compounds (qac), phosphonium derivatives and intercalating dyes [1–6]. These efflux pumps in part protect bacteria to a variety of toxic substances, including chemicals such as biocides and disinfectants, as well as fluoroquinolones and β-lactams [7, 8]. Repeated sub-lethal exposure can select for presence or active expression of efflux pumps, resulting in a population with reduced susceptibility. A number of multidrug efflux pumps have been identified in Staphylococcus aureus and in other members of the Staphylococcus genus. S. aureus is an opportunistic but potentially serious human pathogen. It colonizes over 30% of individuals and although endogenous strains are often the source of infection, S. aureus can also be acquired from external sources. Pathogenic strains are circulating in hospitals that can cause nosocomial infections in high-risk patient populations, but community-acquired strains can also cause aggressive infections, even in healthy individuals [9, 10]. Adding to the problem is the ability of S. aureus to acquire resistance to antibiotics. In recent years methicillin-
resistant *S. aureus* (MRSA) strains have attributed to both hospital- and community-acquired infections [10, 11]. Exchange of MRSA strains between animal and human populations has also been observed, with the concerning example of sequence type ST398, which colonizes pigs in countries with a large pig-producing industry like Denmark and The Netherlands, and was shown to be transmitted from these animals to humans [12].

Another medically important staphylococcal species is *S. epidermidis*. While previously only considered to be a harmless colonizer of the skin, it is now recognized as an important opportunistic pathogen that gives rise to considerable numbers of nosocomial infections and infections associated with medical indwelling devices [13].

In *S. aureus* and *S. epidermidis*, genes encoding efflux pumps that are plasmid-borne can be variably present, and these are relevant since they confer reduced susceptibility to commonly used antiseptics and disinfectants, such as cetrimide, benzalkonium chloride and chlorhexidine [6]. Their broad substrate specificity suggests they evolved to provide generic protection against toxic compounds. In clinically relevant populations their presence may have been selected for by human application of disinfectants [14, 15], although this selection could not always be experimentally demonstrated [16]. A number of these proteins are known by the name of Qac, for quaternary ammonium compound resistance / transporter.

Generally, multidrug efflux pumps can be divided into five protein families, depending on their energy requirements and structure [3, 6, 17]. The Qac efflux proteins of *Staphylococcus* species belong to two of these protein families: the Major Facilitator Superfamily (MFS) and the Small Multidrug Resistance (SMR) family [3]. The MFS is the largest known superfamily of secondary transporters, containing 74 protein families (known to date), transporting a variety of substrates [18]. Both the MFS and SMR protein families contain a variety of membrane transporters, all involved in symport, antiport or unport of a range of substrates. The proton motive force of the cellular transmembrane proton gradient provides energy for such transport [3].

The scope of this review is to briefly summarize the historic literature on qac genes and their products from *Staphylococcus* species, and to compare the publically available genes by phylogenetic analysis using either amino acid or DNA sequences. The results of these analyses were used to identify conserved domains in the genes encoding Qac that are found across various taxonomic groups. Phenotypic characteristics are not covered here.

The Qac alphabet: from QacA to QacZ

Qac is the abbreviation for quaternary ammonium compounds, but not all genes conferring reduced susceptibility to these compounds are called qac, for historical reasons. Early observations of *S. aureus* resistance as a result of presence of plasmid-encoded genes were obtained from studies using efflux of ethidium bromide as an assay system [19]. Twenty years later, in 1987, the first gene characterized from *S. aureus* responsible for this ethidium bromide efflux was therefore named *ebR* by Sasatsu and coworkers [20]. In that same year, Lyon and Skurray introduced the names QacA, QacB and QacC, in an influential review article that summarized the then current knowledge on antimicrobial resistance in *S. aureus* [1].

Based on observations published at that time, Lyon and Skurray coined the term QacA for a protein coded on pSK1 family plasmids that rendered resistance to multiple substrates: quaternary ammonium compounds, the intercalating dyes acriflavine and ethidium bromide, diamidines such as pro-pamidine isothionate as well as diamidinodiphenylamine dihydroxichloride or chlorhexidine. The protein that produced resistance to quaternary ammoniums and intercalating dyes but not to diamidines or chlorhexidine was called QacB, while the name QacC was reserved for the protein that only produced resistance to quaternary ammoniums and ethidium bromide but not to acriflavine [1]. It was recognized at that time that these phenotypes were all due to efflux proteins and, while a genetic resemblance between QacA and QacB activity had been recognized, the gene coding for QacC was known to be different [1].

The gene encoding QacA was sequenced from plasmid pSK1 of *S. aureus* three years later, and its similarity to transporter genes involved in sugar transport systems was recognized [21]. QacA is 514 amino acids long, though meanwhile some qacA genes are annotated to start from alternative start codons, producing shorter open reading frames of 504 or 486 amino acids, respectively. The protein contains 14 transmembrane domains. Although an early observation suggested that antiseptic resistance could be detected on the chromosome of *S. aureus* [22], most of the literature describes qacA as plasmid-encoded. The qacA gene requires a transcriptional regulator for correct expression, which is coded by qacR [23]. This regulator gene is typically located in the upstream region of qacA, and the two genes are divergently transcribed. QacR functions as a repressor by binding to the DNA upstream of qacA, thus inhibiting expression. When cationic lipophilic compounds enter the cell, these bind to the repressor, resulting in its dissociation from the DNA, which in turn enables expression of qacA [23].

When the gene encoding QacB was sequenced, from plasmid pSK23, it was found to be very similar to qacA, despite the observed difference in substrate specificity that had been the basis of their distinction [24]. QacA and QacB only differ at six amino acid positions, of which the non-conserved amino acid change at position 323 (Asp in QacA, Ala in QacB) was demonstrated to be responsible for the difference in specificity [24]. Similar to qacA, expression of the qacB gene is regulated by the transcriptional repressor QacR.

The proteins QacA and QacB belong to the MFS superfamily of transporters. Members of this superfamily have a variable number of transmembrane domains (also known as transmembrane segments, TMS), and it is believed they
all evolved from a simple protein that contained a hairpin structure with two TMS [18]. This prototype seems to have triplicated into a protein containing six TMS, after which a duplication formed a 12-TMS protein. The MFS proteins with 14 TMS, like QacA and QacB, have two extra, centrally positioned transmembrane domains, that are believed to be the result of an intragenic duplication [18].

The gene encoding QacC was first recognized in pSK89, a small rolling-circle replication plasmid of S. aureus [1]. QacC is only 107 amino acids long, though in other bacteria it can be a length of 108 or 109 amino acids has been observed. These proteins contain four transmembrane domains and form dimers in the bacterial membrane. Expression of qacC does not require a transcriptional regulator. Littlejohn and coworkers recognized that QacC was similar to an efflux protein EmrE in E. coli [25, 26]. An early characterization identified a glutamate residue at position 13 as essential for functionality [26]. Similar proteins are found in Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, and most work performed to reveal structural requirements of SMR transporters has resulted in the next member the Qac family, QacJ [32]. Although QacF (typically 110 amino acids, with a range of 108–112) has been detected in a number of Gram-positives [31], homologues of QacF have not been described for Staphylococcus.

QacH was published before QacG, though the same research group coined their names. In 1998 the gene encoding QacH was published, after it was identified on plasmid p2H6 of S. saprophyticus [33]. The qacH gene encodes a protein of 107 amino acids, with strong resemblance to other SMR members, and it confers high-level ethidium bromide resistance but low-level proflavine resistance [33]. The same group identified QacG as the protein encoding resistance to benzalkonium chloride and ethidium bromide from plasmid pST94 of Staphylococcus; the species from which this plasmid was isolated was not specified [34]. QacG of Staphylococcus spp. is 107 amino acids long.

The next Qac protein described was QacJ (107 amino acids long). Its gene was discovered from a newly identified rolling-circle replicating plasmid and subsequently identified in several equine isolates of S. aureus, S. simulans and S. intermedius [35].

Finally, QacZ was the name given for a new SMR-type Qac gene identified in Enterococcus faecalis [36]. This gene has so far not been described for Staphylococcus spp.

In conclusion, although their names suggest a similarity between all Qac proteins, there is a clear division between the one hand QacA and QacB (both members of the MFS superfamily and collectively called QacA/B here), and on the other hand QacC – J plus QacZ, which are all members of the SMR protein family. Genetically, these two protein families evolved separately; their similarity in function is an example of parallel evolution. The name QacD is no longer in use, and QacE, QacF, and QacZ are absent from Staphylococcus species.

### Detection and distribution of qac genes in Staphylococcus populations

Since resistance to biocides and disinfectants can severely hamper disinfection measures and current hygiene strategies to reduce nosocomial infections, the presence of qac genes has been investigated intensively in Staphylococcus populations from clinical settings as well as in the community. Most studies were carried out by PCR detection of the genes, sometimes backed up with phenotypic characterization to determine the nature and level of resistance. The primers used for studies employing classical PCR are summarized in Table 1. Based on multiple alignment of currently available qac sequences, three of the primers that have been in use can now be considered suboptimal:
Table 1: Primers used for detection of specific qac genes by classical PCR as described in the literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Forward primer (5’ to 3’)</th>
<th>Reverse primer (5’ to 3’)</th>
<th>Amplicon length*</th>
<th>Described by</th>
<th>Also used by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>qacA/B</td>
<td>GCAGAAAGTGCAGAGTTTCG</td>
<td>CCAGTCCCAATCATGCCCTG (1)</td>
<td>361 bp</td>
<td>[37]</td>
<td>[15], [41], [42], [45], [51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qacA/B</td>
<td>CTATGGCAATGGAATATGTTGT</td>
<td>CCACTACAGATTTCTGTAGCTACATG</td>
<td>417 bp (2)</td>
<td>[38]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qacA/B</td>
<td>ATTTCCATTGAGTGCTTTTG</td>
<td>GCCCTTTCTTTAGGGTTTTTC</td>
<td>630 bp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qacC/smr</td>
<td>AAACCAACTGAACACCTACCTAC</td>
<td>AAAGAATAGCGCCGACTAGT</td>
<td>157 bp</td>
<td></td>
<td>[15], [38], [51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qacC/smr</td>
<td>ATTTACATGGAATGTTGAAATG</td>
<td>TTCTGAATGTTTAAACGAAACTA</td>
<td>286 bp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qacC/smr</td>
<td>CTGAAGTTATGGAAGTGCCATT</td>
<td>GTTATTTTTAGGGTTGTTG</td>
<td>139 bp (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qacG</td>
<td>TTGCTTTGAGATTTTTCTTTT</td>
<td>AATGGCTTTTCTCCAAATACA</td>
<td>213 bp</td>
<td>[15]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qacG</td>
<td>CAACAATTTATACGCAAACCT</td>
<td>TACATTTAAGAGACTACA (1)</td>
<td>275 bp</td>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>[5], [14], [47], [51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qacJ (3)</td>
<td>GCCACATATTAGCGACACTTA</td>
<td>TGACTTTGATCCAAAACGTTAAGA</td>
<td>232 bp (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qacJ (3)</td>
<td>CTATTATTAGGTAATAGCG</td>
<td>GATCCAAAACGTTAAGA</td>
<td>306 bp</td>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>[47], [51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qacJ (3)</td>
<td>CCAACATTAGGCACACTATTC</td>
<td>CAAATATTAGCTTGCTCAAAAAACG</td>
<td>237 bp</td>
<td></td>
<td>[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qacH (3)</td>
<td>CAAATGCTAGGAGAATTAGGCGATG</td>
<td>TGATGATGATCGAAATGTTT</td>
<td>295 bp</td>
<td></td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qacH (3)</td>
<td>ATAGTCAATGGAATATTAG</td>
<td>AGTGTGATGATCGAAATG</td>
<td>295 bp</td>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>[14], [47], [51]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Amplicon length was prediction based on classical PCR using qac sequences available from public databases. Other PCR-dependent methods (real-time PCR, nested PCR, RFLP-PCR) are not included in the table.

(1) Nucleotides in bold represent positions where polymorphisms have been found in sequenced genes.

(2) The predicted amplicon length differs from that reported in the literature.

(3) Since only two sequences of qacH and only one of qacJ were publicly available in GenBank at the time of analysis, conservation of the primer sequences could not be established.
the reverse primer for detection of \textit{qacA/B} designed by Noguchi et al. [37], and used by a number of other researchers, is unlikely to amplify \textit{qacA} of plasmid SAP070B due to a mismatch in its last 3'-nucleotide (Table 1). Moreover, the forward primer used by Mayer et al. [38] includes the polymorphic nucleotide that distinguishes \textit{qacA} from \textit{qacB}, and although the primer was reported to hybridize to both types, sequence analysis of the amplicon would not reveal whether the tell-tale \textit{qacA} or \textit{qacB} nucleotide had been present. Lastly, two mismatches in the reversed primer for \textit{qacG} amplification designed by Bjorland et al. [39] might hamper amplification of some \textit{qacG} genes that have since been sequenced, due to non-conserved nucleotides.

Not all \textit{qac} genes have been found in all \textit{Staphylococcus} populations that are frequently monitored for reduced susceptibility to quaternary ammonium compounds. \textit{QacA} and \textit{qacB} are mainly found in \textit{S. aureus} and \textit{S. epidermidis}. \textit{QacC} is also mostly found in these two species, though it can also be present in \textit{S. warneri}. The other \textit{Qac} names were introduced for proteins of the SMR family that were discovered in \textit{Staphylococcus} spp. other than \textit{S. aureus} or \textit{S. epidermidis}, but with the exception of \textit{QacH}, all of these have been described for the two medically relevant species \textit{S. aureus} and \textit{S. epidermidis}. A brief overview of the prevalence of the different \textit{qac} genes that were determined in various bacterial populations is given here.

**Prevalence in clinical settings**

Worldwide differences in \textit{qac} presence of bacterial populations can be observed, but these genes have been reported from most continents. The presence of various \textit{qac} genes in a clinical setting obviously concentrated on \textit{S. aureus}, whereby in some studies MRSA and methicillin-susceptible MSSA were analysed separately.

The prevalence of \textit{qac} genes seems to be particularly high in Asia. For instance, the genes \textit{qacA/B} and \textit{qacC/smr} were found in 44% and 31%, respectively, in MRSA isolated between 1998 and 1999 in various Asian countries [37]. In human clinical isolates originating in Japan, \textit{qacA/B} was found in 32% of MRSA, though at lower frequency (7.5%) in MSSA [40]. An alarmingly high prevalence of \textit{qacA/B} (83%) in clinical MRSA isolates was recently reported from Malaysia, although \textit{qacC/smr} was rarely found present [41].

Compared to the Asian situation, low prevalences were reported from the North-American continent. Investigations in Toronto, Canada, identified \textit{qacA/B} in 2% of clinical MRSA isolates from an intensive care unit, with 7% positive for \textit{qacC/smr} [42]. A lower incidence still was found in MRSA isolated from new admissions to nursing homes in the US, where only 0.6% of over 800 samples were positive for \textit{qacA/B} [43]. Likewise, only 0.9% of clinical MRSA samples that had been submitted to a US surveillance network were positive for \textit{qacA/B} by real-time PCR [44]. An international study comparing clinical and environmental \textit{S. aureus} isolates from hospitals in three US states plus Freiburg in Germany found variable prevalences, whereby \textit{qacC/smr} was more often detected than \textit{qacA/B} [45].

Incidences of \textit{qacA/B} in Europe are generally higher than reported for the US. A large European study that investigated \textit{S. aureus} isolates from 1997–1999 reported 42% positive for \textit{qacA/B}, again with higher frequency in MRSA (63%) than in MSSA (12%); \textit{qacC/smr} was detected in 6% of the isolates with no difference between MRSA and MSSA [38]. A study from Scotland demonstrated that the minimal bactericidal concentration (MBC) of chlorhexidine gluconate and triclosan was 10 to 100-fold lower than the concentration recommended for disinfection, and that this concentration was increased for \textit{Staphylococcus} isolates that contained \textit{qac} genes [15]. The authors demonstrated the presence of \textit{qacA} and of \textit{qacC/smr} (sometimes in combination) and reported absence of \textit{qacG}, \textit{qacH} or \textit{qacJ} [15]. In contrast, Furi and coworkers observed effects on minimal inhibitory concentrations (MIC) but not on MBC for chlorhexidine when \textit{qacA/B} was present [5]. High prevalence of \textit{qacA/B} (55%) was also recently observed in a Danish study [46], where strains of \textit{S. epidermidis} were recovered from scrub nurses who used chlorhexidine heavily, and this hardly differed for non-users (50%). The MIC/MBC of these isolates did not correlate to presence or absence of \textit{qacA/B} [46]. A lack of standard in experimental performance can explain these conflicting results [4].

Presence of genes other than \textit{qacA/B} and \textit{qacC/smr} in clinical isolates has not been extensively studied, but a few studies are available. In a study from the UK of clinical MRSA isolates, apart from \textit{qacA/B} (8%) and \textit{qacC/smr}, which was detected at a high frequency of 44%, \textit{qacH} was also found in 3% of the strains, while \textit{qacG} was absent and \textit{qacJ} was not determined [14]. The gene \textit{qacG} was identified, however, in 11 of 21 human clinical isolates of \textit{S. haemolyticus} from Argentina, as were \textit{qacH} and \textit{qacJ} (in 10 and 4 isolates, respectively) [47]. In a Swedish study at a university hospital, \textit{qacA/B} gene was present in 62/143 isolates (43%) and \textit{qacC/smr} in 6%, while \textit{qacH} was found once [48].

In historical isolates of \textit{S. epidermidis} collected in the 1960s before the introduction of chlorhexidine, however, \textit{qacA/qacB} were completely absent; the isolates in question were all from human patients in Denmark [46]. Thus, although presence of \textit{qacA/B} does not always affect measurable MIC or MBC, long-term use of chlorhexidine or related compounds seems to have selected for presence of these genes in current clinically relevant populations.

**Prevalence in community, food-producing animals and food**

Since the importance of community-acquired \textit{Staphylococcus} infection is drawing attention, presence of \textit{qac} genes in community populations has also been investigated. A study from China identified few \textit{S. aureus} but more coagulase-negative \textit{Staphylococcus} (CNS) on an automated teller machine (ATM), as a sampling site representing
the bacterial population residing in the community. Fifteen per cent of the sampled ATMs contained *Staphylococcus* species, of which less than 1% were MRSA. Of the obtained *S. aureus*, 11% carried *qacA/B* and less than 2% had *qacC/smr*, while *qacC/smr* was found in 14% and *qacA/B* in 26% of the CNS isolates [49]. Another interesting approach to investigate community isolates was to sample the air in a Shanghai metro station but, although the primers used in this study were presented as specific for *qac*, unfortunately they detected a plasmid replication gene, so conclusions about presence of *qac* cannot be drawn [50].

Porcine *Staphylococcus* has been implied as a key population connecting community, food and clinical populations. In a study from Hong Kong, porcine MRSA contained *qacG* and *qacC/smr* but not *qacA/B*, *qacH* or *qacJ* [51]. In a recent study from Denmark that included 79 porcine *S. aureus* isolates, *qacG* was also identified. Strains containing *qacG*, as determined by PCR, were positive in an ethidium bromide efflux assay (Seier-Petersen and coworkers, unpublished data).

Coagulase-negative *Staphylococcus*, which can cause opportunistic infections, are of concern in the food-industry, in particular strains that produce enterotoxin (a virulence factor once thought to be exclusive for coagulase-positive *S. aureus*). Disinfectants are widely used in food production, so it is no surprise that *qac* genes have been found in CNS isolated from food sources. The genes *qacA/B, qacC/smr, qacG, qacH* and *qacJ* have all been reported from *S. epidermidis, S. saprophyticus, S. cohnii* and *S. hominis* [39, 52].

### A comparison of *S. aureus qac* genes extracted from public sequence databases

In the studies described in the previous section, *qac* genes were mostly detected by PCR or real-time PCR but not by sequencing; their presence and identity was inferred from the length of fragments generated by gene-specific primers. In contrast, genes that have been sequenced and submitted to public databases can be used for comparative analysis. In order to assess whether gene names have been used consistently, a name search was performed in the ‘Gene’ database at NCBI. The search revealed 6349 entries retrievable from that database with the query ‘QacA’, of which 198 were from *Staphylococcus* species. Only four entries were retrieved when queried with ‘QacB’, of which two were from *Staphylococcus*. This and other findings are summarized in Table 2.

The non-redundant protein or nucleotide databases at NCBI contain far more *qac* genes from *Staphylococcus* spp. than those identified in the ‘Gene’ database, but many are filed under alternative names. Nowadays, most proteins are deduced from (complete) genome sequences, and their annotation is automated, based on detected homologies to existing gene families. Depending on the program used for gene annotation, genes with homology to *qac* can receive various alternative names and annotations: MFS as synonym for *QacA* and Smr or EmrE for *QacC* were most frequently encountered (Table 2).

When the nonredundant database of NCBI was searched with QacB from pSK23 as the BlastP query, all hits to staphylococcal genes were close to 100% conserved. Some variation was observed in the start of the protein, which will be described in more detail in the next section. A hit with 99% identity was obtained to a *Listeria monocytogenes* protein and another to a protein from *Propionibacterium acnes* (though the first 124 amino acids were missing here). The most closely related protein from a different genus that was not 99% conserved over the complete aligned region (an indication that this protein evolved differently) was an ‘antiseptic resistance protein’ QacA from *Kocuria palustris*, with only 51% identity of the whole length of the protein.

### Table 2. Search findings using the Gene database at NCBI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene database queried at NCBI, searched by name</th>
<th>Non-redundant protein database at NCBI, searched by sequence homology using PBLAST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Search term</td>
<td>Nr. of entries found / in <em>Staphylococcus</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>qacA</em></td>
<td>6349 / 198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>qacB</em></td>
<td>4 / 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>qacC</em></td>
<td>25 / 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>qacD</em></td>
<td>1 / 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>qacJ</em></td>
<td>1 / 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>qacG</em></td>
<td>3 / 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>qacH</em></td>
<td>29 / 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>qacJ</em></td>
<td>1 / 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

QacZ was not included in this search
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A BlastP search with either QacC or QacG protein sequences as the query resulted in very different findings compared to the QacB Blast, as they retrieved many hits that were less strongly conserved. The hits obtained with either QacC or QacG were mostly overlapping and carried various names (Table 2); some were annotated as hypothetical. A considerable number of close relatives to QacC, QacJ or QacG were detected in genera other than Staphylococcus. In combination, these findings suggest that 1) the sequences of QacA/B are all highly conserved and the proteins seem to have evolved little since they spread in Staphylococcus species; 2) the other Qac proteins are all related to each other though they show a higher degree of sequence variation than QacA/B; and 3) QacC, J and G homologues are found in a number of other bacterial genera as well as in staphylococci, while QacA/B has only been detected in two other species outside the Staphylococcus genus so far.

**Comparative analysis of QacA and QacB proteins and their genes**

In order to compare their phylogenetic relationship, the protein sequences with >99% homology to QacB of *S. aureus* plasmid pSK23 that were identified by BlastP as described in the previous section were aligned using ClustalW. Gene fragments missing more than 30 amino acids were discarded. This resulted in 25 different proteins, a mixture of QacA and QacB. Collectively they contained variation in 19 amino acid positions, ignoring five proteins that lacked the first few amino acids due to alternative, downstream start codons; in addition, the *L. monocytogenes* gene that was included lacked the last three residues (it was annotated as ‘partial’). A phylogenetic tree of these 25 different variants of QacA/B is shown in Fig. 1.

As can be seen in the figure, all proteins with predicted QacB substrate specificity (based on their Ala at position 323), are separated from the presumable QacA proteins. However, the genes from *S. epidermidis* and *S. aureus* are not found on separate clusters, and one protein variant was also detected in multiple *S. hominis* strains. This mixing of genes from different species within the observed clusters is to be expected, as the plasmids on which these genes reside are shared between *Staphylococcus* species.

The membrane spanning domains (TMS) of QacA/B and the loops facing outwards or inwards have been deduced from structural analysis, as summarized by Wu and coworkers [53]. Application of this structural model suggests that none of the variable amino acid positions are found in the cytoplasmatic loops. Four are found within outward loops (E50D, E169D, Q170R, and D446A) but

![Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of 25 different QacA/B proteins extracted from GenBank, together representing 142 submissions. Sequences shorter than 484 amino acids were removed. The arrow indicates a protein from *L. monocytogenes* (based on their Ala at position 323, indicative of QacB substrate specificity), are above the dotted line. The tree was produced with PhyML at www.ATGC-montpellier.fr using default settings and visualized with TreeView (www.trex.uqam.ca)](image-url)
Fig. 2. Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of DNA sequences of the qacA/B-qacR locus, spanning both open reading frames and their intervening sequence. Sequences were identified by BlastN with 2289 nt from pSK156, a historical isolate from 1951 (shadowed box). Hits were included only if they covered the complete query length and their accession number is shown in brackets. The arrow indicates a locus that is located on the chromosome of S. aureus strain JKD6008. The first node of the tree separates the qacA locus from qacB. The tree was produced with PhyML at www.trex.uqam.ca using default settings and visualized with TreeView.
most variation occurs within the TMSs, in particular in TMS-5 (three variable positions) and TMS-6 and 12 (2 positions each). Finally, three variable positions are found at the border of a TMS, two of which are positioned at the border of a cytoplasmatic loop and a TMS (V137L for TMS-5 and V498F for TMS-14) and A290T is located where TMS-9 changes to an outside loop. A number of these variants have been described before by Nakaminami et al. [8]. These authors stated that QacB was more heterogeneous in sequence than QacA. This trend was weakly observed in our dataset: in total 36 mutations were observed in 9 QacB sequences, compared to 30 mutations in 16 QacA sequences. Most of the variation described by Nakaminami and coworkers did not have consequences to functionality or specificity of the protein, with the exception of A320E in TMS-10 of QacB, which resulted in reduced susceptibility to fluoroquinolones [8]. Several site-directed mutagenesis studies have been performed for QacA, but other than TMS-10, which seems essential for substrate specificity (this is where D323A is located that distinguishes QacA from QacB), few amino acid positions could be identified as essential for functionality [24, 53–57]. This suggests that the protein is relatively robust.

For evolutionary investigations, a DNA sequence comparison is more informative than protein analysis, as it also captures synonymous mutations. An analysis based on DNA sequences was extended for the complete qacA/B-qacR locus, as QacA/B cannot be functional without its regulator, which means that the two genes have evolved together. DNA sequences covering the open reading frames of qacR, qacA/B, and their intervening sequence were collected by BlastN, using 2289 nucleotides of pSK156, a historical isolate from 1951, as the query [58]. The resulting sequences were aligned and a phylogenetic tree was constructed for hits covering the complete query (Fig. 2).

The historical isolate pSK156 is not positioned at the root of the tree shown in Fig. 2, indicating it does not resemble an ancestor of the genes captured here. The tree clearly splits qacA-bearing loci from those with qacB. Apparently, these two genetic lineages are distant enough to be detected as two separate clades when qacR and qacA/B DNA sequences are analyzed together. Moreover, another pSK156 sequence that is present in the database is not identical to the historical isolate (for the region analysed, eight mismatches and one single-nucleotide gap were detected). Whether these differences are due to sequencing errors or represent true biological variation could not be assessed. The qac locus from SequenceType ST228 isolates are all identical, as can be expected, since these are all representatives of a clone that recently spread globally. A chromosomal qac locus, present on an integrated mobile element, was indistinguishable from loci on plas-

**Fig. 3.** Compilation of the extended qac locus with flanking regions of 16 completely sequenced plasmids. In panel A, the relevant part of four plasmids with qacB are shown in colour for clarity. Downstream of qacR, to the left in the figure, a recombinase sin gene is conserved. Beyond this, homology is lost. Directly downstream of qacB, pTZ2162 diverges from the other three plasmids, while pSK156 merges with this after 155 nucleotides. Further downstream still, pST6 diverges. Black represents sequences also found in QacA plasmids. In panel B, twelve plasmids with qacA are included. The Sin recombinase is absent in pVRSA and pSAP110A, which share 498 bp before they diverge. Open reading frames other than sin, qacR, and qacA/B are not shown. The figure is drawn to scale.
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The sequences flanking the qacA/B-qacR locus were also analysed, as these could potentially reveal information on how the locus spread from one plasmid to another. For this, the DNA sequences of 16 completely sequenced plasmids (selected on the basis that they were not identical) were compared for extended regions of both flanks, until homology was lost. A compilation of the results is shown in Fig. 3.

Even comparing only four extended qacB loci, shown in panel A of Fig. 3, already produces a complicated picture. Of note is a conserved gene coding Sin recombinase flanking qacR; the presence of this recombinase has been observed before [59], and a role of this recombinase in transfer of the qac locus can be postulated. However, no evidence of a conserved recombination site was identified downstream of qacB, where sequences diverged (pTZ2162) and converged again (pSK156, pTZ2162).

An even more complicated picture resulted when 12 qacA-bearing plasmids were compiled, as shown in Fig. 3B. Two different events have taken place in a number of plasmids between sin and qacR that resulted in insertions, while two plasmids have lost the sin gene completely (pSAP110A and pVRSA). As was observed for qacB-bearing plasmids, the plasmids shown in Fig. 3B diverge upstream of sin. The downstream flank of qacA, however, shows more conformity, and at least one qacB plasmid (pSAP027A) shares sequences with a number of qacA plasmids. Nevertheless, the evolutionary history of these plasmids can no longer be deduced, as too many recombination events have occurred over time, one overprinting another, to recognize the order of events.

### Comparative analysis of qac genes belonging to the SMR family

For a similar phylogenetic comparison of QacC, homologues to QacC from *Staphylococcus* species were obtained by BlastP with the gene from pSK89 as the query. Using a cut-off of identity over at least 60% of the query length, this search identified not only proteins annotated as QacC and its synonym Smr, but also QacG, QacH, and proteins annotated with alternative names (Table 2). Therefore, the search was extended with queries of the other qac genes, and all hits above the cutoff-value, for proteins with a minimum length of 103 and a maximum of 113 amino acids were collected. Records specified as partial sequences were ignored. A phylogenetic tree with the genes annotated as specific qac genes, plus their closest relatives, is shown at the top of Fig. 4.

Again, most genes were represented by multiple submissions. QacC was by far the most often recorded: a total of 76 Genbank entries were identified, with one variant being conserved in 70 cases. This predominant form of QacC, whose sequence is shown in panel B of Fig. 4, with the positions of the TMSs indicated as determined by Poget et al. [29], has so far been found in *S. aureus*, *S. epidermidis*, *S. warneri* and in *Enterococcus faecalis*. Two variants of QacG protein were identified, either from

---

**Fig. 4** Comparison of 14 different QacC, QacG, QacJ and QacH proteins, together with their closest homologues belonging to the SMR family from various *Staphylococcus* species. Panel A: Phylogenetic Neighbour Joining tree including the closest homologues of QacC, QacG, QacH and QacJ. Numbers between brackets indicate the number of entries in GenBank for a particular amino acid sequence, followed by the species in which these proteins were reported, with one accession number as an example. Bootstrap values are indicated. The tree was produced with PhyML at http://phylogeny.lirmm.fr using default settings. Panel B: Amino acid sequence for the most commonly recorded QacC protein (represented 70 times in GenBank). The boxes indicate alpha-helix transmembrane segments. The arrow points out Glutamate at position 13 that is essential for functionality. Panel C: Conserved amino acid positions based on a comparison of all proteins except for the two outliers from panel A. A sequence logo plot for these proteins is available as Supplementary Fig. S1.
S. epidermidis or from S. aureus (both variants would be amplified with the qacG primers described by Smith et al. [15], shown in Table 1). Of the two variants of QacH, the one isolated from ‘Staphylococcus spp.’ was not annotated as such, but based on its close resemblance it is likely to represent QacH (note, however, that neither of the qacH-specific primer pairs shown in Table 1 would amplify this gene). The same applies to a variant of what is likely QacJ, which would again not be amplified by any of the qacJ-specific primer pairs shown in Table 1.

A comparison of the amino acid sequences from the main cluster containing all genes annotated as Qac plus the gene of S. pettenkoferi (the top 11 proteins in the tree) identified the conserved positions as shown in panel C of Fig. 4. A logo plot of this comparison is available as supplementary Fig. S1. The four TMSs are relatively strongly conserved, in particular the third TMS, while the loops display more variation. Whether this conversation is related to functionality of the protein has not yet been established. Even though the genes from the two bottom branches of the tree (isolated from S. arlettae and Staphylococcus spp.) are more distant, they are also likely to confer resistance to a broad variety of quaternary ammonium compounds.

The proteins represented in Fig. 4 are not the only members of the SMR family present in Staphylococcus species: the searches described above identified many more homologues that were more distantly related and variably annotated as quaternary ammonium compound transporters, SugE, Smr or with alternative descriptors. A tree was composed of all identified members of the SMR family from Staphylococcus species (Fig. 5, a version with each branch annotated is available as Supplementary Fig. S2). Four clusters were recognized, of which Cluster 4 contained the QacC proteins that were already shown in Fig. 4. The fact that all QacC proteins were clustered together and separated from all other SMR genes is in accordance with their specialized phenotype. SMR proteins from pathogenic S. aureus were only found in this Cluster 4, while protein genes from S. epidermidis were found in Clusters 1, 3 and 4. Clusters 2 and 3 mainly contained proteins derived from coagulase-negative species, although S. delphini and S. intermedius were also represented. Interestingly, the only species containing proteins from all four clusters was S. arlettae.

In a review article by Bay and coworkers, the SMR family was subdivided into three subclasses, based on sequence comparisons across bacterial species [17]. These authors defined the subclass of small multidrug pumps (SMP) to which QacC-J of Staphylococcus and EmrE of E. coli belong, the Sug family with SugE of E. coli as the prototype (the name stands for suppressor of groEL mutation) and the group of paired small multidrug resistance proteins (PSMR) which produce a heterodimer of two proteins in the membrane [17]. In an attempt to identify if any of the four clusters we had identified coincided with these subclasses, representatives for each subclass from E. coli (EmrE, SugE, and the pair YdgE and YdgF for PSMR) were included in the analysis (results shown in Fig. S2). This identified that Cluster 3 was most similar to SugE but not EmrE of E. coli, while Cluster 4 with QacC was distantly related to E. coli EmrE, YdgE and YdgF. Only three genes (two from S. arlettae and one from Staphylococcus spp.) bore resemblance to the PSMR subclass of YdgE/F. That proteins belonging to the SugE-like Cluster 2 and the QacC Cluster 4 are transporter proteins is obvious, but they do not share phylogenetic characteristics to identify the three subclasses as defined by the E. coli genes. Whether the substrate specificity of each member within these two clusters is conserved remains unclear and would require phenotypic characterization. The function of Clusters 1 and 2 protein genes is mostly annotated as SugE or EmrE, for those cases where a functional annotation is specified, but phenotypic analysis would be required to justify these annotations.

For each of the four clusters of the tree shown in Fig. 5, the protein alignment was analysed to identify conserved domains. This identified telltale amino acids that were typically conserved in members of each cluster, summa-

### Table 3. Conserved domains within clusters of the Staphylococcal SMR genes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>TMS1 (starting from pos. 9)</th>
<th>Extended TMS3 (including parts of surrounding loops)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 1</td>
<td>FI V</td>
<td>AIK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AGxE xGxE xLNE</td>
<td>IPMTAYAINTGT GGT GM FYxES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 2</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>ISV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AGxE LLG xNxY</td>
<td>PM TAYA WTCG GGG LGxxYxES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 3</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AXXxE xWxG</td>
<td>LPVGT YAxFV VG G XG XXxFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 4</td>
<td>IxxxE IG FLKx EGF</td>
<td>LPLNx YA WAGxGLVxLTTxxS xxFKE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The clusters are numbered according to Fig. 5. Positions showing variation with 2 dominant amino acid residues are indicated. Positions with variation in 3 or more amino acids are shown as x. Amino acids conserved in all four clusters are shown in bold.
Qac genes in *Staphylococcus*

**Fig. 5.** Phylogenetic tree of all homologues belonging to the SMR protein family identified from *Staphylococcus* species. Four clusters, numbered 1 to 4, are indicated and the species represented in each cluster are listed alphabetically to their right. Staphylococcal Qac proteins all belong to Cluster 4. The four SMR genes of *E. coli* were added for comparison, shown in red. The dotted branches at the bottom identify *S. arlettae* proteins that possibly belong to the paired small multidrug resistance proteins. The tree was produced with PhyML at http://phylogeny.lirmm.fr using default settings. A complete version with annotated branches is available as Supplementary Fig. S2.
rized in Table 3. The results are also available as logoplots in Supplementary Fig. S3. The two domains that are specifically conserved per cluster coincide with the predicted TMS1 and TMS3, the latter extended with parts of its surrounding loops (Table 3). As indicated in Table 3, a few amino acids are conserved in all four clusters, and these include the glutamate (E) at position 13, which was shown to be essential for QacC functionality. Based on its conservation it is likely to be essential for all SMR proteins, though not specific for QacC function.

Based on the findings summarized in Fig 5 and Table 3, it is questionable whether the nominal distinction of four different protein types within one cluster (QacC, QacG, QacJ and QacH) and the indiscriminate annotation of all other proteins as EmrE/SugE is reflective of the genetic variation and conservation within this large family. Genetically speaking, all genes of Cluster 4 are close enough to be given the same name, as they are more closely related to each other than to the other clusters. The current nomenclature therefore seems to be over-discriminatory, and is not a true reflection of genetic relationship.

Detection of qac genes in other bacterial genera

The QacA/B locus has so far been detected in S. aureus and S. epidermidis mainly, and in a few cases qacA was found in S. hominis. Of concern is, however, that qacA was also detected in a L. monocytogenes sequence, submitted directly to GenBank (Accession number AGU57291). The information provided was that the source of the L. monocytogenes strain was frozen food from China. Whether the sequence was obtained from chromosomal or plasmid DNA was not recorded. Unfortunately, the sequence only partially covers qacA, and no flanking sequences are currently available to assess if the gene resides on a mobile element; it is even possible that the sequenced sample was contaminated with Staphylococcal DNA. However, the recent detection (by PCR) of qacA/B in two E. faecalis isolates, one from cattle and one from human blood [60], suggest that QacA/B is being exchanged between bacterial genera. The direction of such transfer is not known, but since these genes have so far only been described in Staphylococcus species, it is tempting to assume the transfer was to, and not from E. faecalis.

A similar situation is found for the SMR family members of Staphylococcus species, where qacC/smr has been found in E. faecalis (shown in Fig. 5). In this case, the gene was identified from a complete genome sequence but it was found on a short contig that has not (yet) been assembled into context. Bischoff and coworkers also produced a qacC amplicon from E. faecalis from human blood, and another from cheese [59]. None of the other qac members of the SMR family have so far been recorded in other genera: thus far, most of the SMR genes described for Staphylococcus species seem to be distinct from those in other bacteria.

Figure 6 shows a phylogenetic tree of the closest relatives of staphylococcal SMR. These proteins share over 55% identity to either staphylococcal QacC or QacH and were identified by BlastP. An SMR member of each cluster of staphylococcal proteins was included for comparison. Although no further proteins identical to a Staphylococcus gene were identified, the similarity of some of these

![Fig. 6](http://phylogeny.lirmm.fr) Closest relatives to SMR proteins of Staphylococcus species identified in other genera. The three branches at the bottom relate to Fig. 4. The tree was produced with PhyML at http://phylogeny.lirmm.fr using default settings.
proteins from other genera is strong enough to predict they could be potentially shared, in particular between staphylococci and E. faecalis, as these species are known to exchange genes.

Conclusions

The nomenclature of efflux pumps resulting in reduced susceptibility to quaternary ammonium compounds and their genes has historical roots and unfortunately can be confusing and ambiguous. The universal name ‘Qac’ misses the fact that these proteins represent two major families, separating QacA and QacB (MFS superfamily members) from all other Qac proteins that belong to the SMR superfamily. These two major protein families have little in common, other than a similarity in efflux function with some shared substrates. The qacA and qacB genes show limited sequence variation and are mainly found in S. aureus and S. epidermidis. Apart from an identical gene found in E. faecalis, their closest homologues in different genera are quite distinct. The MFS-type qac genes, on the other hand, are less conserved within the Staphylococcus genus, and similar genes are present in other bacterial genera as well. Although QacC, QacG, QacH and QacJ reflect different branches of a phylogenetic tree, their nomenclatural distinction may be over-precise, in view of all other SMR-type efflux pump genes. The name ‘Smr’ has recently been favoured over QacC in Staphylococcus species, but this potentially leads to confusion, as ‘SMR’ is also the acronym for the larger protein family to which QacC belongs. Compared to all staphylococcal proteins of this SMR family, the amino acid sequences of QacC-J all cluster together, while a wide variety of other proteins of this family are represented in Staphylococcus species that are more distantly related to QacC. Many of these other SMR members do not alter susceptibility to quaternary ammonium compounds. The confusing nomenclature will not change soon, but the phylogenetic analyses presented here may at least assist in recognition of key sequence features of the SMR members, and to a better identification of these important genes.
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Comparison of all proteins except for the two outliers from panel A for the most commonly recorded QacC protein (represented 70 times in GenBank). The boxes indicate alpha-helix transmembrane segments. The tree was produced with PhyML at http://phylogeny.lirmm.fr using default settings. Panel B: Amino acid sequence alignment of QacC, QacG, QacJ and QacH and their closest homologues belonging to the Staphylococcus epidermidis family. Numbers between brackets indicate the number of entries in GenBank for a particular amino acid sequence. After the species in which these genes were reported are given, followed by an example accession number. Bootstrap values are indicated. The tree was produced with PhyML at http://phylogeny.lirmm.fr using default settings. Panel C: Sequence logo plot based on a comparison of all proteins except for the two outliers from panel A.
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**Fig. S1.** Comparison of 14 different QacC, QacG, QacJ and QacH proteins, together with their closest homologues belonging to the SMR family from various *Staphylococcus* species. Panel A: Phylogenetic Neighbour Joining tree including the closest homologues of QacC, QacG, QacH and QacJ. Numbers between brackets indicate the number of entries in GenBank for a particular amino acid sequence. After the species in which these genes were reported are given, followed by an example accession number. Bootstrap values are indicated. The tree was produced with PhyML at http://phylogeny.lirmm.fr using default settings. Panel B: Amino acid sequence alignment of QacC, QacG, QacJ and QacH and their closest homologues belonging to the Staphylococcus epidermidis family. Numbers between brackets indicate the number of entries in GenBank for a particular amino acid sequence. After the species in which these genes were reported are given, followed by an example accession number. Bootstrap values are indicated. The tree was produced with PhyML at http://phylogeny.lirmm.fr using default settings. Panel C: Sequence logo plot based on a comparison of all proteins except for the two outliers from panel A.
Fig. S2. Phylogenetic tree of all homologues belonging to the SMR protein family identified from Staphylococcus species. Each branch gives the species for which this gene was found and their numbers when >1, followed by an example accession number. Bootstrap values are indicated. Four clusters, numbered 1 to 4, are indicated and the species represented in each cluster are listed alphabetically to the left. Staphylococcal Qac proteins all belong to Cluster 4. The four SMR genes of E. coli were added for comparison, shown in red. The dotted branches at the bottom identify S. arlettae proteins that possibly belong to the paired small multidrug resistance proteins. The tree was produced with PhyML at http://phylogeny.lirmm.fr using default settings.
Fig. S3. Logoplot for the four clusters formed by SMR genes of Staphylococcus spp. The qac/Smr genes belong to Cluster 4. Consensus sequences for two domains that are conserved within each cluster are indicated. The plots were produced at weblogo.berkeley.edu.